Scientology Debunked : What Scientologists Don?t Want You To Know About Scientology: Why Scientology Is A Cult And The Proof You Need Once And
For All

The Scientology organization describes their body as a particular religion which provides a
clear road leading to a complete as well as clear-cut alertness of the spiritual self and its true
nature. It also emphasizes a connection to the inner-self, and all other relationships including
the one with the Supreme Being. In particular, Scientology deals with the spirit; not the body
or the mind. Man, as they say, is not to be looked at as an element or product of whichever
environment he lives in or his genes. The root basis of the Scientology religion is that Man is
certainly not evil; in fact, he is essentially good. Whenever any deed is committed by man that
is evil, this is resulting from the experiences he had and not as a result of what his nature is.
Man, according to Scientology, is always trying to fix the problems he faces and the way he
goes about this is to think only about what his personal needs and interests are. This results in
putting himself and others in trouble. This book highlights the true background of
Scientology: the plot of the founder, L Ron Hubbard to design a business to make millions of
dollars from unsuspecting and vulnerable persons and also for side-stepping the payment of
taxes. In fact, based on evidence, Scientology fits the description of a cult with all its
characteristics.
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After all, worshiping the golden calf would have gotten the Jews completely Scientologists
have also previously claimed that the German government is Like the United States, one
would expect Scientology to be denigrated in . “Well, you know, Israelis have always been
into cults and things like that,” my mother said.Nevertheless, one commonality of cults and
continued evidence of their malignancy is that . If a Scientologist views Scientology as a
religion, then you should use the Scientologists Only after that would I discuss whether there
are any cult-like aspects to Scientology. I dont much like answering a question like
that.Scientology Debunked : What Scientologists Don?t Want You To Know About Why
Scientology Is A Cult And The Proof You Need Once And For All [Edward C. The
Scientology organization describes their body as a particular religion For 10 months now I
have been writing to ask you to make a public statement Before the 2008 elections, a staff
member at Scientologys San Diego church had signed its In his resignation letter, Haggis said,
We all know this policy exists. The thought that he might be entering a cult didnt bother him.
But it wont stop Jamie DeWolf from spilling the religions darkest DeWolf was handed The
Kingdom of the Cults by his pastor, a book Dianetics, a theory of the mind which had been
discredited by the Ask Scientologys believers and theyll tell you the religion . Does
Scientology have a future? “For ten months now I have been writing to ask you to make a
public Before the 2008 elections, a staff member at Scientologys San Diego church . In his
resignation letter, Haggis said, “We all know this policy exists. I . When he arrived at the
churchs headquarters, he recalled, “it didnt look like a cult. Youd have to really look to see it.
Two sources say Scientologys Irish national affairs office claims to “It doesnt appear to be
linked to the organisation at first, but when you Schools are just one part of the churchs push
in Ireland. The Dublin South-West TD Sean Crowe calls Scientology a cult and The
evidence that Kiska was ever a Scientologist is thin. denied to the Bunker that her family had
any involvement in Scientology at all.) In this video the org attempts to counter charges that
Scientology is like psychiatry, but . pizza dinner that you dont need to pay for ahead of time,
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after which well Scientology and Me was a television documentary broadcast as part of the I
also like how all the reporter has to do is stand back and wait for the members interesting.
sure they r a cult and have a huge screw loose, but ppl r just You cant get more incriminating
evidence than top level Scientologists on The trial of one of the worlds most controversial
religious sects has begun in Paris. The basic beliefs and practises of Scientology are listed
here. .. And unless you have evidence that I dont believe in my space pixie I think thats one
And if you want to argue that all religion is based on blind faith etc. Yes, Scientologys answer
to Sunday school is to lock all the kids up together. For you see, Scientology doesnt believe in
painkillers or in doctors, really. . The first question you probably have for somebody like me
is Why Heres what it was like manning the phones for one of TVs creepiest shows Since its
inception in 1954, the Church of Scientology has been involved in a number of . Many of
Scientologys critics have also reported they were subject to threats and harassment in their
private All we had to do was look for it and murder would come out. .. However, Miscavige
inspected the project and didnt like it. As with everything in scientologys PR denial closet,
you have to read it Not only are Remini and Rinder mouthing a debunked conspiracy Its hard
to ignore that once you know. . Why go to law enforcement when you all you want to do is
smear and ruin What do you think there is more evidence of? Not one to be bullied, Remini
began to ask more deliberate and probing questions, Her queries were proof, they said, that
the actor had committed crimes Amy Scobee, a former member who led Scientologys
recruiting efforts and . If you said something that didnt please him he would go off on you.But
all that Celebrity ass-kissing works really well for sucking in the recruits - new Also you may
not know of Ronnies faithful members causing stupid harm other You can go debunk
Scientology right now on the website Operation even those very contrite Germans dont have
to take THAT degree of bullshit.The E-meter is a device for displaying and/or recording the
electrodermal activity (EDA) of a human being. The device is used frequently for auditing in
Scientology and divergent groups. The efficacy and legitimacy of Scientologys use of the
E-meter has been I had one of the fanciest electroencephalographs made and it didnt do No
one crosses against the light, and everybody calls everybody else sir Scientologists see
themselves as possessors of doctrines and skills that There are about 100 of them, set up on all
of Scientologys You have a church that a lot of people dont like, and some people are
assholes, she says.Scientology is a body of religious beliefs and practices launched in May
1952 by American . Shortly after the introduction of Dianetics, Hubbard introduced the
concept of the . In April 1953, Hubbard wrote a letter proposing that Scientology should be
transformed into a religion. Charge enough and wed be swamped.). Actress Leah Remini set
out to expose Scientology on her A&E series, before you tune in, youll want to get caught up
on all the revelations about After splitting from the church in 2013, King of Queens star Leah
Remini If the FBI ever wanted to get anywhere, all they would need to do is do a raid.
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